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Abstract
Although many authors generated comprehensible models from individual networks, much less
work has been done in the explanation of ensembles. DIMLP is a special neural network model from
which rules are generated at the level of a single network and also at the level of an ensemble of
networks. We applied ensembles of 25 DIMLP networks to several datasets of the public domain and
a classification problem related to post-translational modifications of proteins. For the classification
problems of the public domain, the average predictive accuracy of rulesets extracted from ensembles
of neural networks was significantly better than the average predictive accuracy of rulesets generated
from ensembles of decision trees. By varying the architectures of DIMLP networks we found that
the average predictive accuracy of rules, as well as their complexity were quite stable. The compari-
son to other rule extraction techniques applied to neural networks showed that rules generated from
DIMLP ensembles gave very good results. In the last problem related to bioinformatics, the best
result obtained by ensembles of DIMLP networks was also significantly better than the best result
obtained by ensembles of decision trees. Thus, although neural networks take much longer to train
than decision trees and also rules are generated at a greater computational cost (however, still poly-
nomial), at least for several classification problems it was worth using neural network ensembles,
as extracted rules were more accurate, on average. The DIMLP software is available for PC-Linux
under http://us.expasy.org/people/Guido.Bologna.html.
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1. Introduction
Although, artificial neural networks have been successfully used in many applications,
the explanation of their responses is obscure, because the knowledge embedded within
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them is distributed over the activations and the connections of neurons. The Discretized In-
terpretable Multi-Layer Perceptron (DIMLP) is a special neural network model for which
symbolic rules are generated to explain the knowledge embedded within the connections
and the activations of neurons [10]. With respect to the training set, the degree of match-
ing between network responses and extracted rules is 100%. Moreover, the computational
complexity of the rule extraction algorithm scales in polynomial time with the dimension-
ality of the problem, the number of training examples, and the size of the network. Finally,
continuous valued attributes do not need to be transformed into binary attributes as is done
in many rule extraction techniques.
In the eighteenth century, the Condorcet Jury Theorem stated that under several condi-
tions an ensemble of predictors will have a higher accuracy than the best of the component
predictors [14]. Quite recently in the “Machine Learning” community the idea that aggre-
gating the opinions of a committee of experts will increase accuracy has been applied; see
for instance [5,6,29]. Although many authors have generated comprehensible models from
individual models, much less work has been done in the explanation of ensembles.
The purpose of this article is to compare the rules generated from ensembles of neural
networks and ensembles of decision trees to find out whether it is worth using neural net-
works, which very often require much more time to train. To this end, we applied ensembles
of DIMLP networks to nine classification tasks of the public domain and one problem re-
lated to the prediction of a post-translational modification of proteins. Further, we carried
out several experiments by varying the architectures of DIMLP ensembles, in order to
investigate how the accuracy of extracted rulesets and their complexity varied. Finally,
the results obtained by DIMLP ensembles were compared to those obtained by other rule
extraction techniques applied to neural networks. In the remaining sections, section two
describes representative rule extraction techniques, section three introduces the DIMLP
neural network model and its rule extraction algorithm, section four and five illustrate the
experiments followed by the conclusion.
2. Rule extraction techniques
To explain what has been learned by neural networks, several types of rules have been
generated such as standard rules, M of N rules, oblique rules and fuzzy rules. Here we
will focus on standard rules. The interested reader is referred to [39] for M of N rules, to
[23,24,28,44] for fuzzy rules and to [9,33] for oblique rules.
A standard rule is an expression composed of two parts. The first part contains the
antecedents and the second part contains the consequent, or the activated conclusion if the
antecedents are true. More particularly, a rule is given as
• IF (x1  t1) AND . . . AND (xp  tp) THEN C;
where xi are continuous variables, ti are real numbers and C is a class designating a con-
cept, as for instance the class of healthy patients. Note that discrete variables are special
cases of continuous variables. For instance, x1 = 1 ⇔ x1  1 and x1  1.
G. Bologna / Journal of Applied Logic 2 (2004) 325–348 327Fig. 1. A perceptron network. The linear boundary between the two classes (white square and black circle) is
defined by the weights of the connections between the input neurons and the output neuron.
2.1. The complexity of the rule extraction problem
A simple model introduced by Rosenblatt is the Perceptron [31]; an example is shown
in Fig. 1. Note that samples of two distinct classes are separated by a linear boundary. At
the bottom of Fig. 1 are represented three rules that have been determined by trying all
binary combinations of the inputs. Note that the second rule and the third rule have only
one antecedent, because whatever the value of the missing antecedent is, it will not change
the class of the rules.
The difficulty of extracting rules is related to the dimensionality of the input samples.
More precisely, with n binary valued input neurons we could find out up to 2n rules. Gen-
erally, with large dimensional problems several rules may be missed. In such a situation,
the degree of matching between rules and network classifications also denoted as fidelity is
different from 100%.
One of the first rule extraction techniques from neural networks was proposed by Gal-
lant [20], who was working on connectionist expert systems. He exploited the order of
the available attributes based on their inference strength to find rules that could explain
the response of the neural network. Several years after this work, Andrews et al. proposed
a nomenclature to describe various rule extraction algorithms [2]. Basically, rule extrac-
tion techniques are grouped into two distinct approaches denoted as decompositional and
pedagogical, respectively.
2.2. Examples of decompositional techniques
The key idea behind decompositional techniques has been shown in the previous para-
graph. In practice, the majority of decompositional algorithms assume that inputs are
binary valued; thus, inputs when continuous must be processed. One of the most repre-
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sentative techniques was the SUBSET algorithm applied to the KBANN model introduced
by Towell and Shavlik [40]. Note also that Fu followed a similar approach for which he
searched for subsets of connections whose summed weights exceeded the bias threshold
[19]. Generally, as the search space is exponential with the dimensionality of the input vec-
tors, several authors have defined heuristics to reduce the complexity of the search phase.
For instance, Setiono pruned as many connections as possible during the training phase
[34], whereas Krishnan et al. took into account the magnitude of weights and generated
rules by first considering the most important weights [25]. Further, for the same purpose
Ishikawa extracted a small number of dominant rules, and then less dominant rules or ex-
ceptions were generated with the help of structural learning with forgetting.
Andrews developed a special growing neural network model based on radial basis func-
tions [1]. Basically, a hidden unit represented a disjointed rule, and disjointed rules were
extracted by the so-called RULEX rule extraction algorithm. Finally, Duch et al. generated
symbolic rules from simplified networks with neurons performing logical functions. Their
C-MLP2LN technique is based on a dynamic network for which new neurons are added
and simplified by connections with weight values equal to −1, 0 and 1 [18].
2.3. Examples of pedagogical techniques
In the black-box approach, symbolic rules are generated by inspecting the associations
between the input and the output neurons. One of the first methods of this category was in-
troduced by Saito and Nakano [32]. Basically, rules were generated from changes in levels
of input and output neurons. To avoid combinatorial explosion they restricted the number
of antecedents in a rule. The TREPAN technique was introduced by Craven and Shavlik
and was able to be applied to any neural network architecture [15]. In TREPAN rule ex-
traction is viewed as a learning task where the target concept is the classification computed
by the network and the input attributes are the network’s input neurons. Thrun extracted
rules through analyzing the input-output associations with Validity Interval Analysis (VIA)
[38]. The key idea behind this pedagogical technique was to make systematic variations at
the level of the input layer and to determine the changes in the network classification. Taha
and Ghosh presented several rule extraction techniques [36]. In their BIO-RE algorithm a
truth table is constructed from the pairs of binary valued input samples and their network
outputs. Then, any logic minimization algorithm can be used to generate symbolic rules.
Garcez et al. defined a partial ordering on the set of input vectors, and used it to confine
the search space for the extraction of rules by querying the network [21].
2.4. Rule extraction from ensembles
Domingos presented Combined Multiple Models (CMM), a meta-learner based on C4.5
decision trees that retains most of the accuracy gains of multiple model approaches and
that produced comprehensible rules [17]. The key idea behind CMM was the use of the
base model to learn a large number of examples generated and classified according to the
ensemble, plus the original examples. Craven and Shavlik applied their general technique
to several combined neural networks on an elevator control problem [16]. The author with
the IMLP and DIMLP models generated rules from ensembles [8,11,12]; more details
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will be given in the next section. Wall et al. proposed to explain combined networks on a
case-by-case basis [41]. In a first step they extracted rules from each individual network,
then a case-by-case explanation was produced by identifying the rules that were activated
by a particular example and selecting rules for explanation for which the example was
a clear fit. Finally, Zhou et al. proposed the REFNE technique [45]. Basically, REFNE
utilizes the trained ensembles to generate new samples and then generates rules from those
samples. A special feature of REFNE is that continuous attributes are discretized during
rule generation.
3. The DIMLP model
Similarly to multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) [42], the DIMLP model has an input layer,
one or more hidden layers, and an output layer. Neurons between the input layer and the
first hidden layer are not fully connected. Moreover, the activation function of neurons
in the first hidden layer is the staircase activation function instead of the usual sigmoid
function given as
(1)σ(t) = 1
1 + exp(−t) .
Contrary to the MLP model, in a DIMLP network, discriminant frontiers between dif-
ferent classes are able to be characterized. More precisely, discriminant boundaries are
parallel to the axis of inputs. Let us define an example with a staircase activation function
having only one stair. This is also a threshold function given for a hidden neuron as
(2)hi =
{
1 if
∑
j wij .xj > 0,
0 otherwise,
where
∑
j wij .xj is the well-known weighted sum of inputs and weights. In Fig. 2 we have
a DIMLP network applied to a classification problem of two classes, where the classes are
represented by “black circles” and “white squares”. The output of the DIMLP network y1
is given by a sigmoid function. Specifically, the output class is “black circle” if y1 < 0.5
and “white square” if y1  0.5. Two perpendicular hyperplane frontiers are defined by the
connection between x1 to h1 and x2 to h2.
A hyperplane frontier will be located in −w10/w11. In fact, the points where h1 = 1
are defined by w11x1 + w10  0. This is equivalent to x1 −w10/w11. The points where
h1 = 0 are defined by w11x1 + w10 < 0; hence we have x1 < −w10/w11. The role of the
weights succeeding the first hidden layer is to determine whether a hyperplane frontier
is present or not. For instance in Fig. 2, white squares are well discriminated from black
circles, because weights between the hidden neurons to the output neuron define a logical
“AND” function.
3.1. Learning
For clarity, let us first introduce the notation. Vector h(l) represents the activation of
hidden layer l. For simplicity, the vector of activations of the output layer will be denoted
330 G. Bologna / Journal of Applied Logic 2 (2004) 325–348Fig. 2. A DIMLP network and the representation of its corresponding discriminant hyperplanes (plain lines).
as h(L+1), with L the number of hidden layers. Further, symbol w(l)ij designates weight
values between hidden layer l − 1 and hidden layer l, where index i corresponds to the
neuron of the lth layer. Note, that w(0)ij is a weight between the input layer and the first
hidden layer.
The training phase is carried out by varying the weights in order to minimize the Sum
Squared Error (SSE) function given as
(3)SSE =
∑
p,i
(
hL+1i − si
)2
,
where p denotes training examples, i is the index of output neurons and si are target
values of supervised learning. Although (3) is not differentiable with staircase activation
functions, we use a back-propagation algorithm [42]. More precisely, during training the
gradient is determined in each layer by the use of sigmoid functions, whereas the error
related to the stopping criterion is calculated using staircase activation functions in the first
hidden layer.
3.2. The training algorithm
The training algorithm is given as
1. Compute the output for an example using sigmoid activation functions in the first hid-
den layer.
2. Compute the gradient of the error.
3. Modify weights using the gradient.
4. If all examples have been presented, compute the sum squared error of all examples
using staircase activation functions in the first hidden layer.
5. If stop criterion reached goto 1; else stop.
Generally, because the staircase activation function represents a quantization of the sig-
moid function, the difference of the responses given by a network with staircase activation
functions and a network with sigmoid activation functions tends to zero when the number
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of stairs is sufficiently large. As an heuristic from experience, 50 stairs are sufficient to
learn a large number of datasets.
Weight changes are related to the gradient of the sum squared error. The corresponding
equations are
(4)wl+1ij (t) = ηδl+1i hlj + µwl+1ij (t − 1),
(5)δL+1i = hL+1i
(
1 − hL+1i + Flat
)(
si − hL+1i
)
,
(6)δli = hli
(
1 − hli + Flat
)∑
k
wl+1kj δ
l+1
k .
Symbol t is the iteration index, η and µ are the well-known learning and momentum para-
meters [22], whereas Flat is the “Flat Spot Elimination” parameter that can be helpful in
flat regions of the error function.
3.3. Rule extraction
The rule extraction algorithm was presented in great detail in [12]. Here we give a
concise description of our method. As shown by Fig. 3, several distinct steps characterize
the algorithm. Rules are generated in such a manner that fidelity is 100% with respect to
the training set. In the first step we use a decision tree. Briefly, a decision tree is built by
a recursive function splitting the input space by axis-parallel hyperplanes. At each step of
the algorithm, a criterion to determine the best split is used. This technique corresponds
to a “Divide and Conquer” approach. One of the most popular decision tree models is
C4.5 [30]. However, we use a different decision tree model for which the splitting criterion
is based on fidelity and relevance of hyperplanes [11,12]. Specifically, the relevance of a
hyperplane corresponds to the number of samples viewing the hyperplane as the transition
to a different class. The number of possible hyperplanes depends on the number of neurons
in the first hidden layer and the number of stairs in the staircase activation function. If we
have H hyperplanes and P samples the relevance of hyperplanes is calculated in PH steps.
To clarify the different steps of the rule extraction algorithm, an example is shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4(A) illustrates the input space partition of a DIMLP network and Fig. 4(B) shows the
relevance ρ of hyperplanes and a decision tree built according to that measure. Finally,
Fig. 4(C) gives several examples of pruning.
In the worst case a tree with P leaves has paths of length H ; thus the computational
complexity of the decision tree is O(PH). After the decision tree has been built, rules are
generated by following all the paths between the root and the leaves. At this stage rules
are disjointed and generally there are many and they have many antecedents. In order to
generate a more clear representation, a pruning strategy is applied to all rules according to
the most enlarging antecedent criterion (see Fig. 4(C)). At each step the pruning algorithm
removes the rule antecedent that most increases the number of covered examples without
altering DIMLP classifications. Note that we have at most P rules with H antecedents.
To prune all these antecedents the number of operations is at most PH + (PH − 1) +
· · · + 1; that is O[PH + (PH)2]. After antecedents have been pruned, rules are removed
sequentially, thus the corresponding algorithmic complexity is O(P 2).
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When it is no longer possible to prune any antecedent or any rule, again, to increase
the number of covered examples by each rule, all thresholds of remaining antecedents are
modified according to the most enlarging criterion (step 5, Fig. 3). More precisely, for
each attribute, new threshold values are determined according to the list of discriminant
hyperplanes. Again, the new threshold antecedent which most increases the number of
G. Bologna / Journal of Applied Logic 2 (2004) 325–348 333Fig. 4. An example of rule extraction. In A is represented the input space partition of a DIMLP network. In B,
a decision tree is built according to the relevance ρ of hyperplanes, finally in C, rule antecedents and rules are
removed.
covered examples without altering DIMLP classifications is retained. In the worst case we
have P rules with H antecedents. Each antecedent is replaced by at most H antecedents;
this is achieved sequentially, thus the algorithmic complexity is O(PH 2 + P 2H 4).
Since the computational complexity of the five distinct steps of the algorithm is poly-
nomial with respect to the size of the network, the dimensionality of the dataset and the
number of samples, the computational complexity of the overall rule extraction algorithm
is polynomial. Compared to the exponential complexity of the majority of decompositional
methods this a clear advantage.
3.4. Ensembles of DIMLP networks
Our purpose is to use combinations of DIMLPs to improve the predictive accuracy of
a single DIMLP network. More precisely, to build these ensembles we adopt the bagging
method [13]. Bagging is based on resampling techniques. Assuming that P is the size
334 G. Bologna / Journal of Applied Logic 2 (2004) 325–348Fig. 5. A classification problem of two classes with an ensemble of two DIMLP networks. In the middle of
the figure are represented the input space partitions of the individual networks. Plain and dashed lines represent
discriminant and non-discriminant hyperplanes, respectively. Note that the two single networks are not able to
correctly classify all the samples. At the bottom of the figure, the ensemble achieves perfect classification and a
decision tree is built according to the relevance of discriminant hyperplanes.
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of the original training set, bagging generates for each classifier P examples drawn with
replacement from the original training set. As a consequence, for each network many of
the generated examples may be repeated while others may be left out. Note that samples
not present in a training set constitute a validation set that allows us to avoid over-fitting of
a single network by “early-stopping”.
In Fig. 5 we have an ensemble of two DIMLP networks having a threshold activation
function in the hidden layer. The output of the ensemble y is defined as “black circle” if y <
0.5 and “white square” if y  0.5. The ensemble is viewed as a new DIMLP network with
one more hidden layer and with many weights equal to zero between the single networks.
Since our rule extraction algorithm is able to be applied to any DIMLP architecture having
an arbitrary number of hidden layers, it is possible to generate rules at the level of an
ensemble of DIMLP networks.
If we consider the ensemble in Fig. 5 as a single network with two hidden layers, the first
hidden layer determines the exact location of hyperplanes, whereas all other succeeding
layers of weights switch hyperplanes on/off in a given region. The rule extraction algorithm
(cf. Section 3.3) builds a decision tree according to the list of hyperplanes (here we only
have x1 = a and x2 = b for the two single networks) and the relevance of hyperplanes. By
following the paths of the decision tree from the root to the leaves, four rules are generated.
Note also that in that particular case, rule antecedents are not able to be pruned.
4. Experiments with datasets of the public domain
Several series of experiments were carried out. First, a comparison with ensembles of
decision trees was performed, then several parameters related to the architecture of DIMLP
ensembles were tried and finally, other rule extraction techniques applied to neural net-
works were compared to our model.
4.1. Comparison with decision trees
The purpose was to compare rules extracted from ensembles of 25 DIMLP networks
and ensembles of 25 decision trees. Nine classification problems were selected from the
Table 1
Datasets and DIMLP architectures
DATASET CASES ATTRIBUTES CLASSES ARCHITECTURE
ANNEALING 898 38 5 81-81-5-5
CANCER 286 15 2 50-50-3-2
DIABETES 768 8 2 8-8-30-2
HEPATITIS 155 19 2 29-29-3-2
LIVER 345 6 2 6-6-15-2
LYMPH. 148 19 4 38-38-4-4
POST-OP. 90 8 3 20-20-3-3
PRIM. TUM. 339 18 22 37-37-22-22
SONAR 208 60 2 60-60-3-2
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University of California public domain [7]. Results for bagged decision trees were those
reported by Domingos [17]. Table 1 gives the characteristics of the datasets and DIMLP
neural architectures.
4.1.1. Methodology
The number of neurons in the hidden layers was based on the heuristic that the number
of weights must be less than the number of examples, and three neurons in the second
hidden layer being a minimum. Moreover, the number of neurons in the second hidden
layer was at least equal to the number of output neurons. Note that DIMLP architectures
were not optimized in order to obtain the best results, but they were defined by simply
following our rules of thumb. Finally, DIMLP networks were trained with default learning
parameters (cf. Section 3.2) given as η = 0.1, µ = 0.6, FLAT = 0.01, and q = 50 (the
number of stairs in the staircase activation function).
The experiments were based on the average calculated after ten repetitions of ten fold
cross validation. Further, the training phase of single DIMLP networks was stopped ac-
cording to the minimal error measured on an independent validation set. For each cross
validation trial the proportions of training sets, validation sets, and testing sets were 8/10,
1/10 and 1/10, respectively.
Finally, extracted rules were evaluated on the number of extracted antecedents plus the
number of consequents per ruleset (the default rule is included with 0 antecedents and 1
consequent). Note that this measure is related to the complexity of a classifier. The more
complex a classifier is, the larger is the number of extracted antecedents and consequents.
Note also that rules extracted from DIMLP networks are “if-then” expressions (unordered),
whereas rules generated from C4.5 decision trees are “if-then-else” expressions (ordered).
With “if-then” rules, in many situations a sample is able to activate several rules. Thus,
in case of conflict, the selected class is that corresponding to network classification if it is
represented in the activated rules.
4.1.2. Results
Table 2 illustrates the average predictive accuracies of DIMLPs, ensembles of DIMLPs
trained with bagging (DIMLP-B), and C4.5 decision trees trained also with bagging
(C4.5-B).
Table 2
Average predictive accuracies of the models (ten fold cross validation)
DATASET DIMLP (%) DIMLP-B (%) C4.5-B (%)
ANNEALING 99.1 ± 0.1 99.1 ± 0.2 95.2 ± 0.6
CANCER 71.5 ± 1.8 74.5 ± 0.5 69.7 ± 1.9
DIABETES 76.1 ± 1.1 76.6 ± 0.3 76.4 ± 0.9
HEPATITIS 77.6 ± 2.6 79.9 ± 1.2 79.4 ± 2.7
LIVER 70.3 ± 1.6 72.7 ± 1.2 69.6 ± 1.9
LYMPH. 80.8 ± 1.9 82.8 ± 1.0 80.0 ± 2.6
POST-OP. 66.8 ± 3.7 71.1 ± 0.0 66.1 ± 3.3
PRIM. TUM. 44.0 ± 1.4 47.5 ± 0.8 46.9 ± 2.3
SONAR 79.9 ± 2.5 82.6 ± 1.1 77.4 ± 1.6
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Table 3
Average predictive accuracies of extracted rules (ten fold cross validation)
DATASET DIMLP-R (%) DIMLP-B-R (%) C4.5-B-R (%)
ANNEALING 99.1 ± 0.2 99.1 ± 0.2 96.2 ± 0.5
CANCER 71.2 ± 1.9 74.2 ± 0.5 70.2 ± 1.8
DIABETES 75.4 ± 0.9 76.6 ± 0.7 75.5 ± 0.9
HEPATITIS 78.3 ± 2.6 80.5 ± 1.4 76.2 ± 2.5
LIVER 68.7 ± 1.4 70.5 ± 1.9 66.0 ± 1.8
LYMPH. 80.0 ± 2.2 78.9 ± 2.0 76.7 ± 2.3
POST-OP. 67.0 ± 4.4 71.1 ± 0.0 68.9 ± 3.0
PRIM. TUM. 42.4 ± 1.5 45.4 ± 0.7 43.4 ± 2.1
SONAR 78.3 ± 2.7 79.1 ± 2.1 71.7 ± 2.2
Table 4
Average fidelity and average predictive accuracies of rules when models and rules agreed (ten fold cross valida-
tion)
DATASET DIMLP-F (%) DIMLP-B-F (%) DIMLP (%) DIMLP-B (%)
ANNEALING 99.7 ± 0.1 99.7 ± 0.2 99.3 ± 0.1 99.2 ± 0.2
CANCER 98.0 ± 1.2 98.8 ± 0.7 71.7 ± 1.7 74.7 ± 0.4
DIABETES 96.0 ± 1.0 96.0 ± 0.5 76.8 ± 0.8 77.8 ± 0.5
HEPATITIS 94.8 ± 2.6 94.4 ± 0.9 79.4 ± 2.8 82.0 ± 1.2
LIVER 91.2 ± 1.6 91.6 ± 1.7 71.4 ± 1.8 73.6 ± 1.4
LYMPH. 93.0 ± 1.8 92.4 ± 2.0 83.0 ± 2.3 84.0 ± 1.4
POST-OP. 97.6 ± 2.7 100.0 ± 0.0 67.2 ± 4.2 71.1 ± 0.0
PRIM. TUM. 88.5 ± 2.8 87.6 ± 1.1 46.5 ± 1.3 50.1 ± 1.1
SONAR 87.6 ± 2.7 89.2 ± 1.2 83.4 ± 2.4 84.6 ± 1.4
Average predictive results of generated rules from single DIMLPs (DIMLP-R), bagged
DIMLPs (DIMLP-B-R), and bagged C4.5 decision trees (C4.5-B-R) are shown in Table 3.
The t statistic for testing the null hypothesis that two means are equal was performed
for DIMLP-B-R and C4.5-B-R at the rejection level of 5%. If the null hypothesis was
rejected, we checked which method presented the best accuracy. It turned out that for all
these classification problems the average predictive accuracy of the rules extracted from
ensembles of DIMLPs was better than that obtained by ensembles of decision trees.
Table 4 shows the fidelity of the rules generated from single and bagged DIMLPs
(DIMLP-F and DIMLP-B-F, respectively), with respect to the testing sets. Finally, by con-
sidering all testing cases for which rules and networks agreed and thus by allowing DIMLP
networks to give “do not know” answers (DIMLP and DIMLP-B), the average predictive
accuracies increased with respect to the average accuracies shown in Table 3.
A comparison exhibiting the complexity of rules is shown in Table 5. In all the clas-
sification problems, rulesets extracted from bagged DIMLPs were slightly less complex
than rules generated from single networks, on average. This fact fits well with the well-
known argument stating that bagging tends to reduce the complexity of a single classifier.
Note also that for seven datasets out of nine, rules extracted from bagged C4.5 decision
trees were significantly more complex than rules generated from bagged networks. An ex-
planation of this trend would be that for bagged decision trees, the complexity of rules
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Table 5
Complexity of rules (average number of antecedents per ruleset computed over ten fold cross validation)
DATASET DIMLP-R DIMLP-B-R C4.5-B-R
ANNEALING 59.0 55.0 90.2
CANCER 35.2 14.7 174.1
DIABETES 180.0 139.0 82.4
HEPATITIS 32.5 19.8 158.2
LIVER 148.4 137.8 116.1
LYMPH. 58.7 47.4 213.2
POST-OP. 12.2 1 82.4
PRIM. TUM. 323.6 311.6 579.0
SONAR 92.9 82.1 90.6
increased with the higher number of samples that had been generated during the rule ex-
traction task [17].
4.2. Experiments with other DIMLP architectures
From the nine classification problems illustrated in the previous section we selected
the Hepatitis, Liver and Lymphography datasets. Here the purpose was to modify DIMLP
architectures in order to investigate changes in predictive accuracy and complexity. Again
the experiments were carried out for each classification problem by ten repetitions of ten
fold cross validation.
For each classification problem we defined DIMLP ensembles having:
• only one hidden layer with a number of hidden neurons equal to 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20
times the number of input neurons (25 networks and 50 stairs per activation function
in the first hidden layer);
• two hidden layers with different numbers of neurons in the second hidden layer (25
networks and 50 stairs);
• default architectures (those defined in the previous section) with 5, 10, 30, 100 and 200
stairs (parameter q).
• default architectures (parameter N ) with 5, 10, 50, 75 and 100 networks.
The results are shown in Tables 6–8. Rows represent ensembles with distinct architectures
of DIMLP networks. Columns represent from left to right the average predictive accuracy
of the ensembles, the average predictive accuracy of the extracted rules, the average predic-
tive accuracy of the extracted rules when rules and ensembles agreed, the average fidelity
and the average complexity of rulesets.
With respect to the previous series of experiments, we increased both the average pre-
dictive accuracy of the models and the average predictive accuracy of the rulesets. In two
problems out of three the best results were obtained with only one hidden layer. Overall,
the average predictive accuracy and the complexity of rules were quite stable, even in sit-
uations for which the number of weights of a single network was greater than the number
of training examples.
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Table 6
Results on the Hepatitis dataset with several different DIMLP ensemble setups (ten fold cross validation)
PARAM. ACC. (%) ACC. RULES (%) ACC. RULES 2 (%) FID. (%) COMPLEX.
29-29-2 80.8 80.1 82.3 94.2 22.4
29-145-2 81.8 79.6 83.6 91.7 29.6
29-290-2 81.3 80.2 83.1 92.9 30.8
29-435-2 80.6 78.9 82.0 93.3 31.3
29-580-2 81.3 78.7 82.4 92.4 32.8
29-29-5-2 80.6 81.0 82.8 93.8 20.4
29-29-7-2 79.8 79.7 81.8 93.2 21.8
29-29-10-2 80.9 80.5 82.9 93.8 19.8
29-29-15-2 80.9 79.9 82.4 93.9 21.9
29-29-20-2 80.8 80.2 82.4 94.7 21.5
Q = 5 80.4 80.1 81.9 94.6 18.5
Q = 10 79.5 80.5 82.3 93.2 20.6
Q = 30 80.2 80.2 82.4 93.0 19.6
Q = 100 80.1 79.8 81.4 94.9 20.6
Q = 200 79.8 80.5 82.4 93.5 20.3
N = 5 79.3 79.9 81.9 92.9 23.4
N = 10 79.9 80.2 82.4 93.0 22.9
N = 50 80.0 80.6 82.5 93.4 20.1
N = 75 79.8 80.7 82.2 94.1 19.7
N = 100 80.3 81.6 83.1 93.8 18.9
Table 7
Results on the Liver dataset with several different DIMLP ensemble setups (ten fold cross validation)
PARAM. ACC. (%) ACC. RULES (%) ACC. RULES 2 (%) FID. (%) COMPLEX.
6-6-2 73.3 71.0 74.3 91.2 120.8
6-30-2 73.1 72.0 74.9 90.5 126.0
6-60-2 73.9 71.3 75.2 89.8 130.6
6-90-2 73.6 70.9 74.5 90.5 128.0
6-120-2 73.2 70.9 74.4 90.5 128.8
6-6-10-2 72.7 70.6 73.9 90.8 120.8
6-6-20-2 72.5 70.5 73.5 91.7 121.2
6-6-30-2 72.9 70.5 74.1 90.4 124.9
6-6-40-2 72.4 70.3 73.6 90.8 123.9
6-6-50-2 72.4 70.5 73.5 91.7 123.8
Q = 5 72.5 71.2 74.0 91.0 124.6
Q = 10 72.6 70.1 73.8 89.8 122.3
Q = 30 72.8 70.7 74.0 90.8 121.6
Q = 100 72.6 70.2 73.5 91.0 123.5
Q = 200 72.7 70.1 73.5 91.1 122.7
N = 5 72.5 70.2 73.4 91.4 118.9
N = 10 72.7 70.7 73.6 91.7 124.8
N = 50 72.5 69.7 73.3 90.7 121.3
N = 75 73.3 70.3 73.9 91.1 120.8
N = 100 73.0 69.5 73.4 90.7 122.1
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Table 8
Results on the Lymphography dataset with several different DIMLP ensemble setups (ten fold cross validation)
PARAM. ACC. (%) ACC. RULES (%) ACC. RULES 2 (%) FID. (%) COMPLEX.
38-38-4 82.1 78.8 83.6 91.8 42.4
38-190-4 83.5 78.4 84.1 91.0 43.3
38-380-4 82.9 79.3 84.3 91.4 42.9
38-570-4 83.8 79.8 85.3 91.5 41.0
38-760-4 83.2 79.3 84.3 91.7 40.9
38-38-6-4 82.8 78.8 83.5 92.6 42.6
38-38-8-4 82.9 78.8 83.5 93.1 44.0
38-38-10-4 82.8 78.8 83.8 92.5 43.2
38-38-12-4 82.5 79.1 83.5 92.7 44.2
38-38-15-4 82.6 78.7 83.3 92.7 43.2
Q = 5 80.4 77.9 81.2 94.2 34.8
Q = 10 82.1 79.3 83.4 92.7 43.4
Q = 30 82.0 78.6 83.0 92.4 41.8
Q = 100 82.7 77.9 83.9 91.1 42.5
Q = 200 81.3 77.9 82.5 92.2 42.6
N = 5 81.9 78.5 82.9 93.0 42.1
N = 10 82.1 79.9 83.6 93.4 44.7
N = 50 82.5 78.5 83.9 91.7 44.5
N = 75 82.1 78.7 83.1 92.4 44.3
N = 100 82.0 78.7 83.7 92.2 43.9
We advocate the view that DIMLP ensembles are easy to use. The first reason is that
when the architecture of the individual networks of an ensemble are defined by the heuris-
tics stated in Section 4.1.1, good results are able to be obtained. On the other hand, in the
rule extraction algorithm no parameters need to be set. Finally, default learning parameters
are able to be applied to a broad range of problems.
4.3. Comparisons to other rule extraction techniques applied to neural networks
We compared ensembles of DIMLP networks to other rule extraction techniques ap-
plied to neural networks. Setiono applied his “Neuro-Rule” algorithm to the Wisconsin
Breast Cancer classification problem [34]. The 683 samples (339 malignant and 444 be-
nign) were split randomly into a training set that consisted of 119 malignant samples and
222 benign samples. The remaining samples represented the testing set. Table 9 shows
the results obtained by Neuro-Rule, BIO-RE and DIMLP ensembles. It turned out that
the rules extracted by Neuro-Rule and from DIMLP ensembles were more accurate than
those generated by BIO-RE. Moreover, Neuro-Rule and DIMLP-B-R were very similar in
accuracy and complexity.
The three Monk problems represent in the Machine Learning community classical
benchmark problems [37]. Duch et al. and Garcez et al. applied their rule extraction
techniques to the three Monk datasets [18,21]. Each of the three Monks problems is to
determine whether an object is a Monk or not. For each dataset, the classes of the 432 sam-
ples are generated according to three distinct rulesets. The number of training samples are
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Table 9
Results of the Wisconsin Breast Cancer classification problem
MODEL TRAIN SET (%) TEST SET (%) OVERALL (%) COMPLEX.
Neuro-Rule 98.53 97.95 98.24 21
BIO-RE – – 96.63 30
DIMLP-B-R (9-9-30-2) 98.24 98.24 98.24 21
Table 10
Results of the three Monks problems on the testing set
PROBLEM MONK-1 ACC. (%) MONK-2 ACC. (%) MONK-3 ACC. (%)
MLP 100.0 100.0 93.1
MLP + REG. 100.0 100.0 97.2
GARCEZ et al. 100.0 99.2 93.5
DIMLP-B-R 100.0 100.0 97.2
C_MLP2LN 100.0 100.0 100.0
Table 11
Comparison to the RULEX extraction algorithm (ten fold cross validation)
MODEL ACC. (%) ACC. OF RULES (%) FID. (%) COMPLEX.
RULEX (ANNEALING) 97.5 83.8 85.9 320
DIMLP-B (ANNEALING) 99.1 99.1 99.7 55.0
RULEX (DIABETES) 77.4 72.6 93.9 25
DIMLP-B (DIABETES) 76.6 76.6 96.0 139.0
RULEX (HEPATITIS) 83.8 78.7 93.9 32
DIMLP-B (HEPATITIS) 79.9 80.5 94.4 19.8
RULEX (SONAR) 84.6 78.5 92.7 24
DIMLP-B (SONAR) 82.6 79.1 89.2 82.1
124, 169 and 122, respectively for the three problems. Note that in the training set of the
Monk-3 problem, 5% of the samples were corrupted by noise. Table 10 shows the results
of MLPs, MLPs with regularization and several rule extraction algorithms.
Rules extracted from DIMLP ensembles in the first and in the second Monk problems
were those that generated the datasets, while one rule out of two was not found in the
positive class of the third problem. The most accurate model was C_MLP2LN with 100%
predictive accuracy in all the three problems.
Several datasets presented in Section 4.1 were also used by Andrews and Geva [3]
in ten fold cross validation experiments. As shown in Table 11, for all the datasets the
average predictive accuracy of the rules extracted from DIMLP ensembles was greater
than that related to RULEX. On average, for the Annealing and the Hepatitis datasets
the complexity of rules was lower with DIMLP ensembles, whereas rules generated by
RULEX were simpler in the Diabetes and Sonar datasets.
Zhou, Jiang and Chen applied REFNE to the Iris classification problem [45]. The Iris
dataset consists of 150 samples representing three classes of iris. Experiments were per-
formed by a repetition of five fold cross validation with five networks in an ensemble.
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Table 12
Results of the Iris classification problem (five fold cross validation)
MODEL ACC. (%) ACC. OF RULES (%) FID. (%) COMPLEX.
REFNE 98.0 97.3 96.3 27.7
DIMLP-B (4-24-5-3) 98.0 98.0 98.7 17.8
Consequently, we created DIMLP ensembles with five networks. The results are shown in
Table 12. From left to right are presented the average predictive accuracy of the ensem-
bles, the average predictive accuracy of the extracted rules, the average fidelity of the rules
and the average complexity of the rules. It turned out that rules generated from DIMLP
ensembles were on average slightly more accurate and less complex than those generated
by REFNE.
4.4. Discussion
Based on several classification tasks the average predictive accuracy of the rules ex-
tracted from neural network ensembles was better than the average predictive accuracy of
the rules generated by ensembles of decision trees. One reason may reside in the adopted
search strategy during learning. In a decision tree like C4.5 the inherent learning mech-
anism is based on a uni-variate search technique, whereas the training phase of a neural
network is based on a multivariate search. Therefore, during the training phase a decision
tree may miss rules involving multiple attributes which are weakly predictive separately,
but become strongly predictive in combination. Thus, it is likely that the classification
problems we presented in the experiments had attribute configurations more favorable to
neural networks than decision trees.
In the first series of experiments the architecture of DIMLP networks were defined by
heuristics (cf. Section 4.1.1) and the learning parameters were set to default values. We
did not optimize the architectures and the learning parameters, because the results given
by ensembles of decision trees and reported by Domingos [17] were obtained by default
learning parameters. Generally, to determine optimal DIMLP architectures the only way is
to perform many experiments with different values of neurons in the hidden layers.
The second series of experiments presented a study on the variation of the number
of neurons in the hidden layers of DIMLP networks. We found that average predictive
accuracy and average complexity of rules were stable, even in situations for which a single
DIMLP network had more weights than training samples. The reason is probably that a
single DIMLP network of an ensemble uses early stopping, in order to avoid over-fitting.
Our rule extraction algorithm was compared to other rule extraction techniques applied
to neural networks. For seven out of eight classification problems our accuracy results
were equal or better than those given by other techniques. The computational complexity
of our rule extraction technique is polynomial with the dimensionality of the problem and
the size of the ensemble. That is a clear advantage with respect to those decompositional
rule extraction algorithms with exponential computational complexity (cf. Section 2.2). In
practice, the execution time of learning and rule extraction was very reasonable. In fact,
for the most computationally expensive classification problem, the Annealing problem, ten
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repetitions of ten fold cross validation of DIMLP ensembles with rule extraction took 15
hours on an AMD Athlon MP 2000+ server (1.6 GHz).
With REFNE [45], attributes are discretized during rule extraction, whereas our rule
extraction algorithm performs the discretization during learning with the use of stair-
case activation functions. Further, rules generated by REFNE are limited to three an-
tecedents, whereas we do not impose any constraints. Another important difference is that
from DIMLP ensembles we extract unordered rules, while ordered rules are generated by
REFNE. Finally, our rule extraction algorithm has no parameters, hence it could be eas-
ier for a non-specialist in rule extraction to use DIMLP ensembles rather than those rule
extraction techniques presenting several parameters to set.
5. Experiments on myristoylation
Proteins are the building blocks of life. Specifically, these molecules are amino acid
chains involved in any function of living organisms. The list of amino acids is showed
in Table 13. Proteins are built from genes located in the DNA of cells by transcription.
However, even after the transcriptional process, several changes may take place, such as
post-translational modifications.
N-terminal myristoylation is a post-translational modification that causes the addition
of a myristate to a glycine in the N-terminal end of the amino acid chain. This adjunction
affects directly the interactions of the modified proteins with membranes or hydrophobic
Table 13
The list of amino acids and their qualitative properties
AMINO ACID SYMBOL PROPERTIES
ALANINE A HYDROPHOBIC, VERY HYDROPHOBIC, NEUTRAL, SMALL, TINY
ARGININE R HYDROPHILIC, POSITIVE, LARGE, POLAR
ASPARTIC ACID D HYDROPHILIC, NEGATIVE, SMALL, POLAR
ASPARAGINE N HYDROPHILIC, NEUTRAL, SMALL, POLAR
CYSTEINE C HYDROPHOBIC, NEUTRAL, SMALL
GLUTAMIC ACID E HYDROPHILIC, NEGATIVE, LARGE, POLAR
GLUTAMINE Q HYDROPHILIC, NEUTRAL, LARGE, POLAR
GLYCINE G HYDROPHOBIC, VERY HYDROPHOBIC, NEUTRAL, SMALL, TINY
HISTIDINE H HYDROPHOBIC, POSITIVE, LARGE, POLAR, AROMATIC
ISOLEUCINE I HYDROPHOBIC, VERY HYDROPH., NEUTRAL, LARGE, ALIPHATIC
LEUCINE L HYDROPHOBIC, VERY HYDROPH., NEUTRAL, LARGE, ALIPHATIC
LYSINE K HYDROPHOBIC, POSITIVE, LARGE, POLAR
METHIONINE M HYDROPHOBIC, VERY HYDROPHOBIC, NEUTRAL, LARGE
PHENYLALANINE F HYDROPHOBIC, VERY HYDROPH., NEUTRAL, LARGE, AROMATIC
PROLINE P NEUTRAL, SMALL
SERINE S HYDROPHILIC, NEUTRAL, SMALL, TINY, POLAR
THREONINE T HYDROPHOBIC, NEUTRAL, SMALL, POLAR
TRYPTOPHAN W HYDROPHOBIC, NEUTRAL, LARGE, POLAR, AROMATIC
TYROSINE Y HYDROPHOBIC, NEUTRAL, LARGE, POLAR, AROMATIC
VALINE V HYDROPHOBIC, VERY HYDROPH., NEUTRAL, SMALL, ALIPHATIC
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protein domains. Myristoylation is involved in many essential cellular processes, like signal
transduction, apoptosis, and in oncogene-driven cellular transformation.
We searched on a recent release of the SWISSPROT database [4] for those proteins
starting with a glycine. We determined 327 proteins sequenced at the amino acid level
that never give rise to myristoylation. On the other hand, in a recent study achieved by
Maurer-Stroh et al., 390 myristoylated proteins have been determined [26]. Finally, the
same authors emphasized that 17 amino acids including the glycine site are important to
predict myristoylation. With the dataset of 717 sequences, our purpose was to use DIMLP
networks and decision trees to learn the classes of myristoylated and non-myristoylated
proteins.
5.1. Methodology
We defined two series of experiments. In the first, each amino acid was encoded by 20
input neurons with a “1” at a particular position and “0” every-where. As 16 amino acids
after the glycine site were taken into account, we obtained 320 input neurons. In the second
series of experiments we added to the input vector 20 qualitative properties of amino acids
such as hydrophobicity, charge, and size; see [27] for more details. Thus, each amino acid
was represented in a DIMLP network by a vector of 40 components.
We estimated the accuracy of the classification models by “leave-one-out”. Moreover,
for each leave-one-out trial we eliminated those training sequences that presented at least
on 6 positions the same amino acids of the testing sequence. In other words, we ensured
that the similarity between the training set and the testing example was less than 31%.
For all the experiments, DIMLP architectures were defined with a number of neurons
in the first hidden layer equal to the number of input neurons. Three neurons were used
in the second hidden layer, and two neurons corresponding to the number of classes were
defined in the output layer. Ensembles of DIMLPs trained by bagging were defined with
25 networks. Finally, both neural networks and decision trees1 were trained with default
learning parameters.
5.2. Results with vectors of amino acids
Columns of Table 14 represent the results obtained with ensembles of DIMLP networks
trained with bagging (DIMLP-B) and ensembles of decision trees (C4.5-B). Symbols “+”
and “−” represent the classes of myristoylation and non-myristoylation, respectively. En-
Table 14
Confusion matrix with ensembles of DIMLPs and ensembles of decision trees (leave-one-out)
DIMLP-B − DIMLP-B + C4.5-B − C4.5-B +
− 312 15 310 17
+ 44 346 40 350
1 Actually, softwares for the extraction of rules from ensembles of decision trees are not available.
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sembles of decision trees were slightly more accurate than ensembles of neural networks.
More precisely, the predictive accuracies were 92.1 and 91.8%, respectively.
5.3. Results with vectors of amino acids and physical properties
As in previous paragraph, Table 15 present the results for ensembles of neural net-
works and ensembles of decision trees. DIMLP networks were more accurate than decision
trees. The accuracies were 95.7 and 87.0%, respectively. By adding vectors of properties
to vectors of amino acids, we clearly improved the accuracy of neural network ensembles,
whereas the performance of ensembles of decision trees decreased. The fidelity of ensem-
bles of DIMLPs was 671/717 = 93.6% and the accuracy when ensembles and rules agreed
was 96.7%.
The characteristics of the rules are shown in Table 16. Here, for the 717 leave-one-out
trials, we show from left to right the average number of extracted rules, the average number
of antecedents per rule, and the average number of samples per rule. Several examples of
rules generated from ensembles of DIMLPs are illustrated in Fig. 6.
From the PROSITE database of protein domains [35], a pattern (PDOC00008) defines
the pattern that would give rise to myristoylation. Only positions from 2 to 6 are taken into
account; the specifications are
• Position 2: uncharged amino acids are allowed. Proline (P), charged and large hy-
drophobic amino acids are not allowed.
• In positions 3 and 4, most, if not all, amino acids are allowed.
• Position 5: small uncharged amino acids are allowed (A, C, G, N, S and T). Serine (S)
is favored.
• Position 6: proline (P) is not allowed.
By inspecting the rules, it clearly appeared that the most recurrent positions are those
specified by the PROSITE pattern. It is worth noting that several properties in agreement
with PROSITE favor myristoylation, such as “NOT LARGE” and “NEUTRAL” in position
two (first rule and fifth rule in Fig. 6), “NEUTRAL”, “NOT LARGE” and “TINY” in po-
Table 15
Confusion matrix with ensembles of DIMLPs and decision trees. The last two columns represent the confusion
matrix when ensembles of DIMLPs and rules agreed (leave-one-out)
DIMLP-B − DIMLP-B + C4.5-B − C4.5-B + DIMLP-B (2) − DIMLP-B (2) +
− 318 9 302 25 308 6
+ 22 368 68 322 16 341
Table 16
Characteristics of the rules generated from ensembles of neural networks
Rules ant./rule samples/rule
DIMLP-B-R 30.7 3.7 67.4
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Rule 1: IF (P2 = NOT LARGE) AND (P5 = S) THEN MYR.
Rule 2: IF (P5 = S) AND (P6 = POSITIVE) THEN MYR.
Rule 3: IF (P2 = A) AND (P5 = NEUTRAL) AND (P5 = NOT LARGE) THEN MYR.
Rule 4: IF (P5 = S) AND (P13 = NEGATIVE) THEN MYR.
Rule 5: IF (P2 = NEUTRAL) AND (P4 = LARGE) AND (P5 = TINY) AND (P6 = POSITIVE) THEN MYR.
Rule 6: IF (P2 = N) AND (P5 = TINY) THEN MYR.
Rule 7: IF (P2 = N) AND (P7 = HYDROPHOBIC) AND (P17 = NOT ALIPHATIC) THEN MYR.
Rule 8: IF (P5 = T) AND (P17 = NOT HYDROPHOBIC) THEN MYR.
Fig. 6. Several examples of rules generated from ensembles of DIMLP networks. Symbol P indicates the position
in the protein sequence, while capital letters after “=” represent amino acids.
Table 17
Confusion matrix with the PROSITE pattern for myristoylation
PROSITE − PROSITE +
− 254 73
+ 25 365
sition five (third rule, fifth rule and sixth rule). Moreover, serine in position five is favored.
After position six, it is difficult with our current knowledge to give any interpretation.
When we applied the PROSITE pattern to our dataset, we obtained the results shown in
Table 17. The accuracy was 86.3%, which is significantly less than the accuracy obtained
with ensembles of DIMLP networks. The clear improvement of our predictor is related to
the number of false positives (73 versus 22). This would suggest that the improvement is
related to the use of several amino acids and properties between positions 7 and 17 that are
found in the rules.
6. Conclusion
We carried out experiments on several classification problems of the public domain by
ten fold cross validation. The average predictive accuracy of rulesets extracted from en-
sembles of neural networks was significantly better than the average predictive accuracy
of rulesets generated from ensembles of decision trees. By varying the architectures of
DIMLP networks we found that the average predictive accuracy of rules, as well as their
complexity were sufficiently stable. Moreover, the comparison to other rule extraction tech-
niques applied to neural networks showed that rules generated from DIMLP ensembles
gave very good results.
It is definitely worth generating rules from neural network ensembles when accuracy
is the most important criterion. However, it should be clear in the mind of the reader that
by virtue of the “no free lunch theorem” [43], no model is better than another for any
problem. Thus, there are classification tasks for which neural network ensembles will be
less accurate than ensembles of decision trees.
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